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IF AMERICANS' ARE SHOT DOWN MALICIOUSLY.
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Some of the survivors say that;
Petty Officer Evans became insane
owing to the privations he had under-- !

IS NOT DEEMED CAUSE

jume and was occasionally very vio-- j
lent. He declined lo help pull a Bledge
end his condition became so serious
that he had to be carried,
Captain Scott's reference In his
notes to an unaccountable shrinkage!
cf fuel at the depots surprises thej
supporting parties, who deny that they
made any undue use of it.

FOR LANDING TROOPS

j

SIXTH DAY OF TERRIFIC

SUFFRAGETTES

CAPITAL

BLEW UP A

THAT

SHOWS

MEXICO'S

DUEL IN WHAT WAS ONCE
AND DIAZ

MADERO

WORKING

ARE

BEAUTIFUL
DOGGEDLY

AND GRIMLY FOR SUPREMACY

"GOLD MINE"
.Birmingham, Fug., Feb. U. Milsuffragettes dropped a bottle
containing an explosive into the letter box of the Inland revenue office
here today. An explosion and a fire
resulted. The box contained $25,000
:n paper money. Most of this was

MANY MEXICANS

itant

rescued.
Among a number of suffragettes in
with
the police court today charged
smashing shop windows last evening!
v.as Miss Zellie Emerson, an American woman. She was sentenced to
jail for six weeks In default of paying
a fine.
Miss Kmerson led the raiders in
company with Sylvia Pankhurst, who
to two months' imwaB sentenced
prison ment.
A police inspector
declared
that
Miss Emerson played football
with
his cap, kicked him in the shins and
punched his face.
In reply the young woman declared
that the policeman pinched her and
that she acted In

-

j

j

KILLING BY ACCIDENT

strained.

Feb. 14. The
river steamers Seminole and li. J.
Corcoran, the former with some forty
passengers, came together in a heavy
fog on the bay today and both turned
turtle. There was no loss of life. The
Seminole's passengers and crew were
taken off by steamers called to her KING GEORGE AND NOTABLES ATaid by whistles and the Corcoran's
FOR
crew also escaped before the boat
TEND MEMORIAL SERVICE
over. It was first reported the
turned
THE
HAVING
ONE
THE
BE
TO
IS SAID
M'COY
HIS
AND
SCOTT
BY SENATOR
MEASURE
LATE CAPT.
Seminole had gone down. The wreck
side
bottom
REOUCES
found
was
however,
MATERIALLY
later,
IT
M'DONALD
GOVERNOR
Of
HEROIC BAND.
APPROVAL
up with an anchor dropped when she
FINANCE
FROM
LIST
GUARD
OLD
tide.
THE
TO
the
her
AS COMPARED
upset, holding
against
SALARIES
San Francisco, Feb. 14. The river
London, Feb. 14. The British nation
COMMITTEE.
steamer Seminole, plying between today paid its last sad respects to the
this city and Sacramento, was sunk memory of Captain Robert 12. Scott
eft Ange,! Island in San Francisco bay at d his companions, who died in the
this morning, in a collision with the ilds of the anlartlc after reaching
loss
j river steamer a. i. Corcoran.
STRONG STATE TAX FOR MOTOR
j,ne south pole.
The Corcoran:
life was reported,
A great memorial service was held
also was badly damaged. The collis- :'id le cathedral of St. Paul, in the
SENATE
THE
BY
ENACTED
ion occurred during a heavy fog.
CARS
Jt was at-center of the metropolis.
'""
tended by people of every walk in life,
in the uniform oi
DAY IN CONGRESS. f 'om King Edward,
an admiral of the fleet, down to
otherwise
provided
as
hereinafter
in!
fire
to
the
More fuel was added
laborers.
Sheriff, $2250.
this
SENATE.
The
ilie county Balaries embroglio
king, surrounded by a brilliantOne deputy sheriff, $1000.
uniformed
McCoy
staff, occupied a seat beSenator
ly
on
State
Resumed
debate
when
appropria-army
morning
County clerk, $2500.
a
dome. The other parts
neath
great
believed
bill.
tion
Probate judge, $400.
introduced what is popularly
ot" the cathedral were filled by the
of Columbia
District
ippropriation
the
of
$1500.
schools,
measure
having
Superintendent
to be the salary
public to the fullest extent of the
C. McCounty surveyor $10 per day for bill approved.
approval of Governor William Bill No. e:cli day actually employed under or
commission accommodations.
Interstate commerce
Donald, The bill was Senate
Only a few seats had been reserved
ders by the board of couuty commis considered railroad valuation bill.
329 and was referred to the commitex-- !
and harbor appropriation bill for the royal party,, which comprised
lliver
to
not
such
employment
tee on finance. Mr. Barth moved that ceed 75
representatives of Queen Mother Alreported,
days per annum.
exandra and of the Duke and Duchess
the printing and translation be disHOUSE.
Class.
Fourth
of
the
In Counties
Premier Asquith, with
el Connaugh.
pensed with, but Mr. Holt interposed
Considered private pension bills.
County commissioners, $400 each.
all
the
cabinet
There was no other com-- ;
ministers, was present
objection.
collector,
and
Southwestern traffic subject of shipps were many members of the foreign
ment on the measure. The bill is a Treasurer
Include
trust
shall
deputies
which
ping
$1500,
investigation.
reduc-- j
Irwin M.
lengthy one and is a material
Territories committee heard Alas- diplomatic corps, including
except as
end all other expenses,
of the
United
ticn in salaries for all the important hereinafter otherwise provided.
Laughlin,
secretary
fof
kan plea
legislation
permitting States embassy and Commander Syoffices and a complete digression from
inshall
Assessor, $1500, which
entrymen to prove coal claims in mington, American naval attache.
the Old Guard salaries bill as framed clude
deputies and all other expenses court.
Hours before noon, the time set for
in the joint committees on finance.
Passed diplomatic and consular apas hereinafter otherwise prothe singing of the hymn "Rock of
The measure as introduced, is as fol- except
bill
vided.
rropriation
carrying $3,764,442.
Ages," the police began regretfully to
lows:
j
Sheriff, $2000.
Began debate on annual
pension turn away thousands who could not
i'c It Enacted by the Legislature of, One deputy sheriff, $700,
appropriation bill, carrying $18T,S00,- t;6t within view of the doors of the
the State of New Mexico:
in- - 000.
County clerk, $2000, which shall
cathedral.
Section 1. The several counties in elude
deputies and all other expenses
The service was simple. It Included
the state are' hereby classified as fol- pro- - viLSON'S GUAKD IS
otherwise
hereinafter
as
ecept
the playing of the dead march from
liws:
Vided.
DOUBLED. BUT WHY? "Saul," In which the great cathedral
Those having in the year 1912 an
Probate judge, $:i00.
N. J.,
Feb. 14. The organ was accompsi.led by a miliPrinceton,
assessed valuation of over four miKi
periuterdent of schools, $140.
giard of secret service men with tary band. The service concluded
lion dollars,' as counties of the first
for
day
$10
per
surveyor,
County
rresident-elec- t
Wilson was doubled with the hymn "Jesus, Lover of My
class.
each day actually employed under orIn the closing collects the
Two operatives have been Soul."
today.
Those having in said year an
commisof
ders by the board
county
f
with the governor constantly since l'ames of the five dead explorers were
valuation of two and
to
ex
sioners, such employment not
included.
election day.
million dollars, and under four million ceed
75 days per annum.
second
The reason for the sudden increase
the
of
counties
as
RESCUE PARTY DENOUNCED.
dollars,
In Counties of the Fifth Class.
was not divulged.
class.
Christ
each.
Church, New Zealand, Feb.
$300
County commissioners,
Those having in said year an as!4. Intense bitterness prevails among
collector,
and
Treasurer
s
sessed valuation of one and
sections of the members of the late
deputies X
$1400, which shall include
million dollars and under two
RECEPTION MONDAY AT
X Captain Robert F. Scott's antartic exall
except
end
other
as;
expenses,
f
million dollars, as counand
EXECUTIVE MANSION. X pedition over the failure of the res
hereinafter otherwise provided.
Governor and Mrs. William C. Si cue party to push vigorously south on
ties of the third class.
$1200, which Bhall include!
Assessor,
an
Those having in said year
McDonald will hold a public re- - X their march to the relief of the exdeDuties and all other expenses ex-valuation of one million doception from 3 to 5 p. m., Mon- - X plorers who had been to the south
otherwise
providas
hereinafter
cept
s
llars and under one and
day, February 17, in honor of
pole. The belief is expressed that
ed.
counties of the
V Vice President-elec- t
i) illion dollars as
and Mrs.
Captain Scott, Dr. Edward A. Wilson
Sheriff, $1500.
i'ourth class.
Thomas R. Marshall.
and Lieutenant H. R. Bowers,
the
Deputy sheriffs, a .total of not to exThose having in said year an as- ceed
Si last three to die, could have been sav-- i
$500.
sessed valuation of less than one milCounty clerk, $1900, which shall in-lion dollars, as counties of the fifth elude
deputies and all other expenses
ciass.
except as hereinafter otherwise pro- reshall
classification
This basis of
main uncuangeu uunug we wijii iui
Probate judge, $300.
vhich the present county officers are
NEW MEXICO BOOSTERS ARE ORGANIZED.
Superintendent of schools, $1200.
elected.
$10 per. day. for
surveyor,:.
County
Sec. 2. Upon the basis of the fore- each
day actually employed under or- CREED OF THE ASSOCIATED COMMERCIAL CLUBS OF NEW MEXICO.
going classification the annual sal- ders by the board of county" commis
We believe in the GREATER Commonwealth of New Mexico.
the
aries of the county officers in
sleners, such employment not to ex- - j
We believe in the POWER of her Manhood and in the glory of her
several counties of the state for the ccea
days per annum.
womanhood and in the future or her beys and girls.
terms for which such officers were
by law
Provided, Until relieved
We believe in the fertility of Nev Mexico's soil and its ability to supfixed
follows:
as
are
elected,
hereby
from the performance of the duties oi port thousands of other farmers in addition to those who have
In Counties of the First Class.
already',
coun
the
of
district
the clerks
courts,
been enriched by its products.
County commissioners, $700 each, ty clerks of the several counties in
in
We
believe
.Vew
mineral
of
the
wealth
we
Mexico
and
believe that
collector, the state shall
Treasurer and
respectively receive untold riches still hide in her beautiful mountains to be found and deshall include deputies
$L'000, which
.
additional compensation as follows:
veloped by generations yet to come.
snd other expenses, except as hereIn counties of the
class, $1200
We believe in the inexhaustible supply of New Mexico's coal as a poinafter provided.
annum.
per
tential creator of power for manufacturers.
Assessor, $3000", which shall include
In counties of the second class,
We believe in the climate of Nev Mexico and want the world to know
deputies and all other expenses ex- $1000 per annum.
its
rf
power.
prootherwise
as
hereinafter
cept
In counties of the third class, $t00
We believe In the value of publicity as an aid to the
vided.
development of
annum.
he wonderful resources of the state.
per
Sheriff, $2500.
In counties of the fourth class, $500
We believe that the state should establish and maintain a bureau of
One deputy sheriff, $1200.
per annum.
immigration, investigation and publicity that the knowledge of the wonderCounty clerk, $2500.
In counties of the fifth class, $1100 ful resources of the state of Xew Mexico
shall be spread into every corner
Probate judge, $600.
per annum.
ff the earth.
of
$1800.
schools,
Superintendent
We believe in the value of commercial clubs to the
Provided, That in those counties In
10 per day for
County surveyor,
city, state and nathrough the development of the
of the individual citizen, and
each day actually employed under or- which the receipts of the county tion,
do
will
all
we
can
to
in
as
office
much
are
increase
clerk's
the
any
year
nl mber and effectiveness of such clubs
ders by the board of county commisui the state of New Mexico.
sioners, such employment not to ex- a'; five thousand dollars ($5000) the
emcounty clerk may when necessary
,!n..Ule Vf "e t0 the '"dividual, to the club and to the state
ceed 150 days per annum.
affiliation of all the commercial clubs of the state
ploy deputies and clerks at an ex- of a
In Counties of the Second Class.
and will do
we
can to promote the welfare of
pense not to exceed two thousand four i;l
Uo Associated
"oiniiiercial Clubs of
County commissioners, $600 each.
New
Mexico.
hundred
dollars
annum;
($2400) per
Treasurer and
collector,
in those counties of Said classes
$.'.500, which shall include
deputies ai d
"I have not sought this
honor, but, cherts of Mr. Norment oi. tun inhered
and all other expenses except as iu which receipts of said office in any
year reach four thousand dollars,!; has been tendered to me I pledge, Mr. Pi inuus friends, and Mr. Noriueut
hereinafter otherwise provided.
Assessor, $2500, which shall include ($4000) and not more than five thou' my best efforts for the development was declared elected.
Other oflicers elected were: Colodeputies and all other expenses ex- sand dollars ($5000), the said couu of the state of New Mexico, and the
nel D. K. 13. Sellers, mayor of Albucept as hereinafter otherwise provid- ty clerks may employ deputies and advancement
of
all
the
interests
c'.erks when necessary at an expens
ed.
querque, first
and
rot to exceed fifteen hundred dol- which may make this state greater In Jvdge G. A. Richardson, of Roswell,
Sheriff, $2500.
lars
'
;
in
tnose
and
of
counties
($1500)
sense."
One deputy sheriff, $1200.
second
every
Alex Gusdorf,
srid classes in which the receipts of
County clerk, $2500.
Thus spoke J. W. Norment, well of Taos, treasurer. President Norst.id
office reach three thousand known resident of Santa
Probate judge, $500.
Pe, follow ment will name a committee of three
($3000) and not mffe than four thou- Ing his election last night as presi- to look around New .Mexico and select
Superintendent of school, $1600.
County surveyor, $10 per day for sand dollars ($4000), the said county dent of the "New Mexico League of a man for the important office of seceach day actually employed under or- clerks may employ deputies and Commercial Organizations.".
retary.
ders by the board of county commis-e'oner- clerks at an expense not to exceed
The report of the committee on orOver half a dozen organizations, all
seven
hundred dollars ($700).
such employment not to exhaving the avowed object in common ganization was read, and adopted. One
ceed 150 days per annum.
Provided, Further, That in counties of boosting for New Mexico, affllliated change was made. Instead of having
In Counties of the Third Class.
of the first and second classes sher- with the New Mexico League
from each of the
by payiffs may, when authorized thereto
County commissioners, $500 each.
who will form an advisory
by ment of dues, and lent enthusiasm to
Treasurer and
collector, the order of the district judge, employ the meeting.
board.
$1750, which shall include deputies addition deputies at a compensation to
The "principles" , which are narratThe contest over the presidency
and all other expenses except as
be fixed by the said district Judge and vas warm, the other candidates
put ed at the top of this coulmn were read
otherwise provided.
at a total expense in the counties of up being Former Governor L. Brad- and aroused keen enthusiasm. The
Assessor, $1750, which shall include
ford Prince, whose friends stood be- piess of New Mexico was requested to
deputies and all other expenses except
(Continued on page three).
hind him like a stone wall. But the Hint them.
San Francisco,

rd if this had been done. The relaR. O. H.
tions between Commander
ft vans and Dr. Edward
L. Atkinson
are said to have been very much

ENFORCE RULE
AGAINST ALL
LOBBYISTS
Denver, Colo., Feb. 14. Fourteen
women, wives of striking miners at
La Fayette, visited the state house
today for the announced purpose of
requesting the legislative committee,
recently appointed to investigate conditions in the northern Colorado coal
fields, to visit La Fayette at once to
begin the Inquiry. Just before the
delegation reached the state house
that body, on motion of Representative Simpson, voted to enforce the
rules against "lobbyists". Under this
rule the women were admitted to the
floor of the house but were compelled
to occupy seats in the rear of the
hall and not allowed to mingle with
the members. According to a house
official, this is the first time this rule
has been enforced.
Consideration of the report of the
rules committee, making ail bills creating new counties special order for
11 o'clock each morning,
was post
action is to tie up a Bc ?tmn un- less the house later votes to recon-- i
sider its action. Inasmuch as yester-- '
day was the last day for action in the
Las Animas county contest involving
the seats of representatives of W. W.
Hoyie and John ftlayer and none was
taken, the contests were killed.

WORRIED OUER
DEED. GAVE

SELF UP

PRAYING

ARE

TO END WAR

FOR INTERVENTION

MEXICAN WAR NEWS IN BRIEF.

'

Friday, Feb. 14, saw the rebels opening the sixth day of the battle
a. m.
in the City of Mexico. Ihey started eariy-5- :4o
President Madero sent an ultimatum to Felix Diaz who replies with
steel "words" from bis biggest throated guns.
At 7 a. m. the firing rolls into a steady fusillade.
Uuu..v.-u- ,
A constant siream ui remge
Diaz Informs Ambassador Wilson mat ne is in complete rouuui vi
the city and asks the United States to recognize him as a belligerent. Mr.
Wilson replies that he can not settle that matter himself and that he is
assured by Madero that he, Madero, is in control.
At 9 a. m. the rebel gunners turn away from the national palace to
the federal batteries near the ISritish legation.
The cruiser Denver returns to Acapulco port, because of intense animosity

toward Americans.

even Mexicans
is making
talk of intervention.
Conditions in Mexico City are steadily growing worse as might be
expected with clouds of cannon balls and bullets over head.
The general postoffice closes its doors.
Mrs. Greenfield, a Canadian, is killed. She is the third foreign wom'
an shot down this week.
The federals are ready to dynamite four solid blocks east of the
I
rebel position. "
or rebels.
Up to noon today no appreciable gain is made by federals
Both Madero and Diaz seem to realize it is a death struggle.
Madero receives more reinforcements.
President Taft is determined to keep "hands off" Mexico unless
Americans are attacked because they are Americans.
- In case 'of intervention 5,000 sailors and marines would be sent to
Mexico City as a "legation guard."
Ambassador Wilson finds it difficult to get Americans to leave the
danger zone so fascinating is the war game.
Banking is paralyzed in Mexico City.
General Rivera is on his way from Oaxaca with 900 federal soldiers
to aid Madero.
President Taft is "disturbed" over the report that communication be u.tween Mexico and the United states mignc db cui on, matting me
tion resemble that of foreigners penned up in Peking, China,

Five days' battling in the City of Mexico

'

flfflfi-'-

-

' '

whir and patter, the fire being concentrated where government troops were
gathering. The federal guns did not
delay in making vigorous reply.
By 7 o'clock the firing had rolled
All around
ii.to a steady fulisade.
the arsenal the Hash of field guns and
the quick firerers was incessant. A
constant stream of refugees, most of
them Mexican citizens, was observed
to- bundles and scurrying
io to carrying
..
.
.
. ,
, ,7

BULLETINS.
(Received at 3 p. m. Today.)
Feb.
Mexico City,
States Ambassador Wilson today was
twice requested by Pedro Lascurain,
the Mexican foreign minister, to move
the American embassy to another loThe ambassador refused to
cation.
The object
consider the suggestion.
WAR

to move the American embassy

I

,,",

between the arsenal
soon as
fnd the National palace as
,me tlnns uecame intense,
Diaz tni" morning asked for a rec- ilRIlulon as a oeingereni Dy me uniiea
States government, in a formal note
to Ambassador Wilson, stating he was
in compIete control of the city. Am-- j
t,asgadoi. Wilson replied promptly to
tI e rebel ea(ier, explaining that while
there.
statement might be correct, his
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 14. The own eye was untrained In army
government gave a general or- - fairs, and he was not able to see the
He
der to cease firing at 20 minutes past situation as Diaz explained it.
two o'clock. General Jose Maria de added that he was assured by Presi-LVega, commanding one division ofje'ent Madero that the government e
Maderista forces, says that the r.iained in control,
government troops have ben unable Two federal batteries of five guns
letch, stationed near the British lega- to advance.
ition. poured a constant stream of shell
onto the arsenal. Another federal bat- Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 14.
;ttry posted on San Juan del Tran
The private house of President V street joined in.
Madero, situated at the corner of V At about nine o'clock the rebel gun-Liverpool and Berlin streets, was Vrers turned their attack away from
S burning af 2 o'clock this after- - Vthe National palace and on to the
federal batteries near the British le- noon. At that hour the artillery
Vsation, from which the government
firing was only casual.
Scunners were pounding them unmet
Washington, D. C, Feb. II.
V The Belgium and Cuban ministers pitifully.
DENVER PUTS BACK.
in Mexico City have been driven V
from their embassies by the arti- Washington. D. c. Feb 1 4 BwaiiM
'
ct intense
llery fire. The news reached herefeeling at
in a brief dispatch from AmbasAcapulco, Mexico, the cruiser Denver,
Si
who
V sador Henry
has been turned hark into that port
Wilson,
to protect Americans and other for.
did not say where they had tak- en refuge.
jeigners until the cruiser South Da-Puts into port there Sunday.
INTERVENTION TALK.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 14. Five
REBELS OPEN BATTLE.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb.. 14. Theidays of fighting in the streets of the
l ebels opened the battle today at a capital hasr in the opinion of those
juarter to six when they started fir-- closely in touch with the situation.
'"B in tne direction or the federal none more to change the sentiment
f
Mexico in regard to intervention
concentration point It had been
r
Peeted that the federals would attack than the whole
period of
n volution.
first
Months ago a quiet feeling began
President Madero-'flilmorning sent
an ultimatum to Felix Diaz demand- to develop among a few of the better
ing his surrender, and the reply came class of Mexicans in favor of the outin the shape of a number of cannon side assistance, but it found no pub-hballs from the insurgent's biggest
expression at that time. This sentiment has steadily grown,, however,
guns.
The first salvo from the rebel, lines and the events of the last few days
vas followed quickly by a series of have strengthened It tremendously.
others in rapid succession. Then the
(Continued on page eight).
machine guns and rifles began their

uld
Uheir cannon in a position which
draw the rebel fire from the arsenal
directly In line with the embassy.
A areat number of residences oc- cupied by American citizens would
thus be endangered.
Despite the refusal of the ambassador to move, it is understood that
'federal batteries are being placed

Populed district

i

a

Hillings, Mont., Feb. 14.

re-th-

Declaring

that lie had killed a Mexican in southeastern Wyoming last summer and
wished to be taken back to answer
t i the charge, a man giving his name
as W. E. Poer, walked into the police
station today and gave himself up.
He declared the killing was in
and that he fired the shot only
after the Mexican had threatened to
kill him. Poer gave as his reason for
fleeing that, he was frightened after
he had done the shooting, not even
waiting to see if the man was dead. He
li arned later, he said, that his bullet
had been fatal. He said the killing
took place on a ranch sixty miles from
Wyo., last June.
e

AUTO BANDITS
USED TODAV
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 14. Their
faces singed with powder and their
uniforms perforated by revolver bullets, two policemen managed today to
arrest three members of a band of five
alleged automobile bandits. The two
others, one of them a woman, were
betrayed by the prisoners, according
o the police, and are
now being
rought.
The three prisoners gave the names
cf Ben Hamilton, a chauffeur; George
Johnson and Frank Smith. When arrested they shot at the officers, but
surrendered under the hot fire. The
prisoners are said to have used an
automobile to aid In a number of
and hold-up-
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Knocks Rheumatism

BE WELCOMED

All stomach diltress quickly
ended with "Pape's
Diapepsin."

14,

TO Blood Bath
Remarkable Effects of a Rem-

edy That Actually Irrigates the Entire

WARMLY

You don't want a slow remedy when LEGISLATIVE

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

INTER

MARSHALLS

MAKES

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

Blood Supply.

RE-

your stomach is bad or an uncertain
PORT IS ANNOUNCED GIVING DEone or a harmful one your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't injure it
OF
TAILS
OF ENTERTAINMENT
with drastic drugs.
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for Its
speed in giving relief; it's harmless-ness- ;
it's certain unfailing action In
Mrs.
and
regulating sick, sour, gussy stomachs.
It pounds queer to take a blood bath
It's millions of cures in indigestion, Thomas R. Marshall will be welcomed
but th'nt is precisely the effect of a most
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stom- warmly to the capital of Now Mexico remnri able remedy known as 8. S. S. It
lias Hie peculiar
ach troubles has made it famous the Sunday.
action of soaking

GROCERY CO.

world over.
The full details of the entertain- through the intestines directly into tho
In five minutes Its influence Is at
visitors blood.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in ment of the distinguished
work In overy artery, vein and tiny capil
your home keep it handy get a are contained in the following report lary. Kvery membrane, every organ of
t
to the booy, every emunctory becomes in
case from any drug of the legislative
large
to strain the blood of imstore and then if anyone should eatlthe joint committee of the house and effect a filter
The stimulating properties of
purities.
senate
this
which
with
read
was
doesn't agree
which
morning: 8. 8. 8. compel the skin, liver, bowels.
something
"Your
appointed to kidneys. Madder to all work to the on8
them; if what they eat lays like lead,
YOU WONT GET "PINCHED" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR
HARDWARE
out every Irritating, every
ferments and sours and forms gas; make arrangements for the entertain- end of oustingatom
of poison; It dislodges
painintlicting
FROM
US.
MarWE
causes headache, dizziness and nau- ment of Vice President-elec- t
OUR
PRICES
DOWN
SQUEEZE
WHEN
WE
MARK OUR
by irrigation all accumulations in the
sea; erctations of acid and undigest- shall on his visit to the city of Santa joints, dissolves acid accretions, renders GOODS.
them neutral and scatters those peculiar
ed food remember as soon as Pape's Fe, begs leave to report as follows;
formal ions In the nerve centers that
Diapepsin comes in contact with the
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
"That the committee has decided to causp such mystifying and often baffling
stomach all such distress vanishes. notify Governor Marshall that in its rheumatic pains.
And best of all, this remarkable rem- TIME YOU DEAL WITH U8. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST"
It's promptness, certainty and ease in judgment the time will be too short
Is welcome to the weakest stomach,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
overcoming the worst stomach disor- for him to stop in Albuquerque, but edy
because It is a pure vegetable Infusion, METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
ders is a revelation to those who try to proceed to Lamy by Santa Fe train Is takim naturally Into your blood just as
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, ranted & field seeds in bulk and packages it.
pure nir is inhaled naturally Into your
No. 2 where a special train from SanWOOD -ta Fe will meet him, and the entire lungs.
The great Swift Laboratory has spent
committee on reception designated, millions of dollars in perfecting, produc
The only exclusive
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Haven
house in Santa Fe
A BACHELOR'S
suoqj j J
will meet him there to escort him to ing and placing In the hands of the pub- oo
l,t;
remedy,
give your
HONEYMOON
Santa re. Adjutant Cleneral Brookes bloorti.taa wonaenui
gooA bath witls B
lt
knocks the worst forms of rheumatism
THE WAV accompanied by Professor Wagner every
IS
ON
time.
of the Santa Fe schools, and the
Phone Black
Phone Black
it at
Ton can
drug store at
president of the senate and the speak- ll.oo n bottle.get It Is aany
!
standard remedy,
Honey-Bachelor's
"A
Concerning
er of the house of representatives, to- recniimzea everywnere as tne greatest
ii'oon," which appears at tho Elks'
If yours
specific ever discovered.
gether with such persons as desire to Isblood
theatre next Thursday night. Feb go,
a peculiar case and you desire expert
will leave Santa Fe on the mornadvice, write to The Swift Specific Co.,
ruary 20, the Omaha, Neb.,
ing train and proceed to Albuquerque
in Swift Bids., Atlanta, Ga,
has the following to say:
there to meet our guest and eseort
of
half
first
At the Brandeis, (or the
him to Lamy.
Orient and bound for the canal.
the week, "A Bachelor's Honeymoon"
"The adjutant general is also re- "1 have heard it Btated in San Diego I
is being presented. The offering is a
quested to secure as many members j fiat steamship companies in Europe
farce exceptionally funny and rich in as
possible of the governor's staff to are already advertising that they will
tumorous situations which follow
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
five the same rate to the Pacific slope
e ch other in rapid succession.
Last accompany this committee.
"The committee from the house of ib to New York city, with the addi-ODS, Electricity plays a most imponight's audience was laughingly elatrepresentatives and of the senate, to tion merely of the Panama canal toli.
ed over the comedy.
be appointed by the presiding officers That offer may mean the bringing of
rtant part. The grandfather would
The leading character of the play,
to meet Vice President-elec- t
hundreds of thousands of immigrants,1
and one portrayed with mirth excit-- i thereof,
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- Marshall at Lamy, together with all 10 the Pacific slope and thence to the!
Domestic Lump
ing cleverness by Leon A. Gilson, is other
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
who
to
accomdesire
Mr.
ern
said
persons
home and why all this light? To
sourhwest,"
"And
Hughes.
the widower, Benjamin Bachelor. He
will proceed to Lamy at f do think that many of these immi
l as a devoted sister, Minerva, rigidly pany them,
make
the home more homelike to make
3:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon to meet grants will prove good, industrtious,
bent on keeping him out of trouble. It the
of Santa Fe train No. 2 F.bie people, who can take an acre
arrival
the
home
the most pleasant spot on earth
is a role that, being handled capably
at that place.
or two of land and make a living. Well
full
is
of
Carolenc
Flouruoy,
by
for father, mother and children, dood light
quaint
Phone One Double 0 J.
"On the arrival of Vice President ell know of the wonderful thrift of!
absurdity.
tre
of the soil who hail from
tillers
is easy on the eyes is very much to be
in
elect
Marshall
Santa
that
will
he
Fe,
Benjamin has two daughters who
either southern
or southern Ger-are under the care of the devoted sis- proceed to the governor's mansion, many. We knowItaly
desired.
how Germans make
ter. While they are away at the sea and it is requested that the members
on the rocky
profitable
vineyards
of
the
various
committees
heretofore
shore their father marries an actress
banks of the Rhine, for instance, car- can
mm
or
at
near
upon
appointed,
v. ho is not aware that he has chick
the hour of 8:30 Sunday evening to tying rich earth in baskets."
J his role ot tne
01 child.
RELIABLE
alluring pay their
Mr. Hughes stated that there
is
respects to him and Mrs.
bride
is
charmingly
jand capricious
preat
Marshall.
activity in real estate in south
Rose
Ainsworth.
played by Miss
ern
California almost too great, for
1
"Monday morning at 9 or 9:30
earning that her husband bad
o'clock as hereafter to be determin- a fifty foot lot at La Jolla is held for
flatnot
is
the
bride
bit
a
daughters,
$7,500.
"That does not include the
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
tered. All sorts of absurd complica ed, a committee P;om the Chamber of improvements,"
said Mr.
Commerce
Hughes,
of
the
of
Fe
Santa
city
arise.
smiling.
an
automobile
The sister must not be told thatp"1 arrange
trip about
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Mrs. Hughes and the children
the citv of Santa Fe and will take
will)
Benjamin has married again and least
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
remain for some weeks at La Jolla
of all, that he has married an acress,!Mr- and Mrs- Marshall in charge for
is
vhich
an
admirable
this
At
for
the
end
IENT
of
place
the
trip.
as
to touch the button and
the
rest;
off
trip
from the
or Benjamin will be cut
You Can
Your House
pnd recreation, said Mr. Hughes.
fortune of bis father who made one guests will return to the governor's
stove
is ready to cook your
your
mansion where they will be met by
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
oi the conditions of his inneritaiice
Are
a
You
An
Sellerr
the committee from the senate and
Iron ready to use, your toasted
advertise
that he should not inarry again. The house
of representatives and escort ment in the classified columns of the
bride is an actress of note and the pa- - ed
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
New
Mexican will put your real ea
ready
to the hall of the house of reprePercolators , Grills
Phone 223
pr.rs and her theatrical manager have
tate
on
market
the
It
will
um
cleaner
where
effectively.
at
eleven
ready for the fray, your washer
o'clock
Irons, Etc.
titfetn up the affair; a detective is sentatives,
put the facts of your property before
will
there
be
a
to
fan ready to cool the heat
joint
sharp
cleanse,
assembly
ready
S'?nt to the home of Benjamin Bacheof the two houses held for the purpose the eyes of all possible buyers.
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
lor who denies that he has married of
At
hearing Governor Marshall.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
and introduces his bride to his sister twelve
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
o'clock sharp, a committee to
comes
Your druggist will refund money if
as a governess. More trouble
be appointed by the Scottish
Rite
day and night' Estimates and full inforPAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
at this time and in punishment for the Masons, assembled in the
will case
mation cheeerfully given.
of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or
affair Minerva, the moral guardian o take the vice president-elec- tcity,
in
the children, demands that her broth- charge and he will be entertained at Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
er marry the woman he has brought to the Masonic temple from that hour unhis home, in order to prevent further til shortly before two o'clock in ortrouble and scandal. So, after all, der to meet the Scottish Rite Masons
iiLriTLruvviuuiruviruinjmjvurinij
AWTA FE To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
the honeymoon ends happily.
I
in the city and their visitors. ImmerlVUiTl
all points in New Mexico, AriThe comedy is well staged, spirited- diately after two o'clock, a commitzona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
ly acted, and so swift in producing tee appointed by the Indiana reunion
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
laughs that no wonder last night's au- association will escort the governor
dience was cordially demonstrative.
from the Masonic temple to the hall
of the house of representatives where
WILL TRY TO
an Indiana reunion will be held from
two to three o'clock. At three o'clock
SEASON
LAND SCHOOL the
PHONE 85 MAIN.
guests will return to the governor's mansion where they will be enIS
Cloudcroft, N. M., Feb. 14. There tertained by the Governor and Mrs.
AND
was a meeting of the Business Men's McDonald until the time for departure
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
association Tuesday night for the pur- at 6:30 o'clock Monday evening.
LUMP
We are fully prepared
"All members of the committee are
pose of working up greater enthuWOOD
SAWED
LUMP
to answer satisfactorsiasm over the Cloudcroft weekly, the hereby notified to take notice of these
WOOD
STEAM
COAL
CORD
Fri.
ily all your wants
lirst issue of which will come out
arrangements and to be present at
ANTHRA'CITE COAL, ALL
Thomas Daniel
day or Saturday.
the proper time and places to pereditor and owner, discussed advertis-- : form their duties in connection with
LOOK THIS LIST OVER
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
ing with the business men of the city this entertainment.
CAREFULLY:
For Rates and Full Information Address
and they were lined up for advertis-- j
"It is desired that every person
first
issue.
The
the
in
county
who
to
to
on
intends
ing
the
Lamy
go
0 F & P. AGENT, SARDINES, Imported and Dowas again morning or afternoon train to meet
high school proposition
EL PASO, TEXAS.
to
President-elecwas
decided
opand
discussed
it
Vice
t
Marshall and
mestic.
in the election Mrs. Marshall, should notify Adjutant
pose Alamogordo
March 29th. By voting against Ala- General Brookes at his office this evBISMARk HERRING in the can.
WESTERN SEEDS FOR WESTERN PLANTERS
mogordo in this election and voting ening or at least during tomorrow.
her down another town will have the It is further earnestly requested by
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED I
that every one,
privilege of having an election called, the
MINCED CLAMS.
JUICE,
If not at your Dealers We Will Supply Direct
Cloudcroft's application will no doubt whether on the committee or not, evbe the next one considered and we ery citizen and every member of the
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS.
OUR 1913 CATALOGUE FREE.
f;el sure that we can laud the school. legislature be present to see Vice
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
President-elec- t
Seeds
Marshall
and Mrs.
KIPPERED HERRING,
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Marshall leave at the time of their
'The West Point of the Southwest.
YARMOUTH BLOATER,
by local applications, as they cannot departure on the train at 6:30 Monreach the diseased portion of the ear. day evening."
Ranked as "Distinguished
CAYIAR, LOBSTER.
is only one wsfy to cure deaf- Denver, Colorado.
Institution " by the U S. There and
Box 1804, Department Q, . . .
is
constitutional
that
by
nes8,
FRESH MACKEREL,
War Department.
remedies. Deafness is caused by an PANAMA CANAL
MILCHER HERRING.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin
MAY OPEN
Valley. 3,700 feet above sealeyel,
When
of
Tube.
Eustachian
the
ing
sunshine every day. Oiiea air
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumb-- !
work throughout the entire sesCHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
sion. Conditions (or physical
when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
"Just what effect the Panama canand mental development are
the result, and unless the inflamma-- al will have on the western slope and
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewtaeie in America.
is not
tion can be taken out and this tube re the southwest, of course,
teen officers and instructors, all
stored to its normal condition, hear-- ! known. But it does look as though
graduates from standard East&
ing will be destroyed forever; nine thousands of industrious foreigners
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
cases
out of ten are caused by Ca may be brought to New Mexico to
In
modern
every respect.
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
tarrh, which is nothing but an in.jn.ake this empire blossom with pro
Regents
flamed condition of the .mucous sur- ductiveness.'
have Trial
on Your Feed Bills. Let
E. A. CAHOO.V. President.
'
So declared . Levi A. Huges, the
faces.
J. E. RHEA,
Order and Convince You.
We will give One Hundred Dollars prominent Santa Fean who has just
.?. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
fox any case of Deafness (caused by returned from a prolonged sojourn In
JOHN W. POa Seoretnry.
Mr. Hughes
W. A. F1NLAY.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by routhera California.
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir- spent some time' in La Jolla, just outFor particulars and illustrated
side of San Diego, the "harbor of the
culars, free'.
address,
M. O'CONNELL,
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. Sun," which Is the latest port of call
for ships on their way to the Orient
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
COL.JAS. W.WILLSON.Supt.
116 QALISTEO STREET.
1
Phone 214 J
and the first American seaport to
Take Hall's Family Plllo for
be touched by abtps coming from the
SimnnAiiAnnnnAAAAAAAAttnnin
j
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to exceed $ 10 per annum.
ANOTHER SALARIES
In comities of the fifth class, not
BILL THROWN INTO
THE HOPPER TODAY. to exceed $2 per day.
guards
The compensation of jail
Fhall not exceed $2.00 per day.
(Continued from page one).
The county jailer and jail guard or
by and
tlif first class not to exceed
guards shall be appointed
and
shall be under the supervision
second
the
of
in
and
counties
dollars,
of the sheriff.
control
class at a total cost not to exceed
Within the aforesaid
limits, the
dollars.
onipensation of the jailer and of
Provided, Further, That, during the each guard or guards as may be
tt rms of the district court in all coun- necessary shall be fixed by the county
out
be
ties of the third, fourth and fifth commissioners, and shall fund.paid
c.f the Current Expense
as
sheriffs
may
such
classes,
deputy
PROVIDED, No jail guard shall be
e deemed necessary by the district
except upon order of the
appointed
of
the
conduct
judge for the proper
ln;siness of the court during such district judge.
PROVIDED, Further, The county
terra may be appointed by the slier-ii- f
and their compensation shall be commissioners and probate judges in
t?::ed by an order of said district judge pll counties shall be allowed actual
doltraveling expenses in attending meetrot to exceed the sum of
ings of their respective boards, when
lars.
is away from the county
Provided, Further, That wherever, seat. Such
expenses shall be paid
by this act, expenditures for clerk
upon the rendition of sworn itonly
all
are
hire
authorized,
ai;d deputy
emized statements covering same.
mounts so authorized to be expendPROVIDED, Further, The county
ed shall be used exclusively for the rchool
superintendents in all counties
of
the
of
compensation
iryment
shall be allowed actual traveling excierks and deputies actually employ- - penses in visiting the several
school
ed and for no other purpose, and no districts of their
counties,
respective
exallowance shall be made therefor,
but such traveling expenses shall not
cept upon the sworn statement of the exceed the sum of $300 in any one
c fficer in whose office such additional
year, and shall be paid only upon
cierks and deputies are actually nec- the rendition of sworn itemized stateo
his ments
essary for the proper conduct
covering the same, out of the
office and that the amount claimed for
county school fund of such
general
me compensation of such clerks and counties.
to
has
been
actually agreed
deputies
Sec. 5. For feeding prisoners the
be paid by him to them. And also
in the respective
sheriffs
counties
ujiou the sworn statement of such shall be paid the following amounts:
clerks and deputies that they have
Where the number of prisoners
actually rendered the services for rhall not exceed five, 75 cents for each
is
claimed
and
which compensation
for each day;
that the compensation so claimed is prisoner
Where
the number of prisoners exthe amount agreed to be paid them
ceeds five, but does not exceed ten,
for their services.
50 cents for each prisoner
for each
Sec. 3. All traveling expenses actday;
incurred
and
by
ually
necessarily
of prisoners
Where the number
sheriffs and the deputies while
exceeds ten, 40 cents for each prisoncriminal
pro- er
in the service of
for each day.
cess issued out of the supreme court
PROVIDED, No account for such
cr a district court, or when issued by purpose shall be paid unless the Bame
a justice of the peace in the state, if are
fully itemized and verified and
the issuance thereof is approved in
of county
by the board
approved
writing by the district attorney or his commissioners.
assistant, including the employment
Sec. 6. No county officer shall reand necessary traveling expenses of ceive to his own use any
salary, fees
emto
be
law
guards authorized by
cr emoluments other than as hereinployed, and the necessary traveling above prescribed.
expenses of prisoners, shall be paid
Provided, The board of county comv the respective counties in behalf missioners of the several counties in
i.f which same may be incurred. The the state shall provide the several
actual expenses incurred in or about county officers with all necessary stathe service of civil process in behalf tionery, postage and office supplies,
of county or state, shall likewise be the actual cost thereof to be paid out
paid and the actual expenses incurred of the current expense fund.
in or about the service of all other
Sec. 7. All county officers
shall
civil processes shall likewise be paid
charge and collect all
lespectively
when the fees for service and mileage fees, commissions, mileage, and per
provided by law- shall have been act- client heretofore and now, or which
ually paid to the sheriff and shall have hereafter may be, authorized by law
been accounted for by him. Such ex- to be charged and collected for offpenses Bhall be paid only upon tho icial services rendered by them, and
rendition of itemized sworn accounts shall keep an accurate, itemized- - acfiled in the county clerk's office, ap- count thereof, and on or before the
proved by the county commissioners tenth day of each month pay the same
rnd district judge." Iii the discretion over to the county treasurer .of their
5f the district judge such expenses
counties,
accompanying
respective
ms.y also be paid when Incurred In the each remittance by a verified copy of
attempt to discover or arrest any per- the itemized account covered thereby.
son charged with a felony, but only All such county officers shall in like
ugpn the rendition of like sworn ac manner account for and pay over to
counts filed as aforesaid and approved the county treasurer of their respecIn writing by the district judge. Up-(- tive counties all such fees, commisapproval of all such expense ac- sions, mileage and per diem heretocounts warrants covering same shall fore earned and hereafter collected,
fce drawn by the county commission- for official services rendered
by them
ers upon the county treasurer payable from the respective dates when they
from the county salary fund, herein- qualified as such officers.
Within
after created.
thirty days from the passage of this
Sec. 4. The compensation of county act they shall likewise account for
any pay over all such fees, commisjailers shall be as follows:
In counties of the first class, not to sions, mileage and per diem earned
and collected by them prior to the pasexceed $900 per annum.
In counties of the second class, not sage of this act.
or
All such commissions, mileage
to exceed $725 per annum.
In counties of the third class, not per diem which may have been or may
be turned over to the state treasurer
to exceed $800 per annum.
In counties of the fourth class, not shall be forthwith paid over by said
1

1

-

I 1111111111
officer to the treasurer of the county to tho senate this morning and relioni which remitted. Warrants for ferred to the committee on finance,
such amounts shall be drawn by the likewise the district attorneys salary
state auditor upon the said state 'bill and the Albuquerque state fair
tills were reported.
treasurer.
Both bills went to the ilnancc com
The county treasurer shall issue
proper receipts for all such remit mittee.
When the senate reached Senate After Operation Failed to Help,
i ne oinciai accounts oi an
tances,
county officers shall be subject to Pill No. lot The senate county
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.
bill and Senate Bill No. ins
inspection and audit, and shall be
Mr.
nnrl nuditod hv flip trnvelinK The district attorney bill,
Unit
Joncsvillo, S. C. "I suffered wi(h
SANTA FE, N. M., FEBRUARY 17 TO 20, INCLUSIVE.
auditor or an assistant provided for u.uved to make them the special order
writes Mrs. J. S.
for next Tuesday afternoon at 2:'M womanly trouble,"
that purpose.
in a letter from this place,
Sec. X. The treasurers of the sev-e- i c clock.' This motion prevailed with-- ; Kendrlck,
I could not bear to stand
"and
at
times,
create
understood
For the above occasion the D. & R. G- - R. R. will pro- is
that
al counties in the state shall
out opposition. It
and designated uu effort will be made by some mem-- on my feet. The doctor said I would
.'i fund to be known
tect rate of ONE FARE for the round trip from
ns the county salary fund, to which bcrs of the senate to throw all salary never be any better, aud that I would
stations Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,
bhall be credited all monies received censures into the senate at that hour have to have an operation, or I would
in such an have a cancer.
from the sources mentioned in the and precipitate action,
Colo., Alamosa, Colo., Espanola, N. M.,
I went to the hospital, and they operpreceding section.
event, it is lilkely that either no bill
and all directly intermediate stations
Sec. 9. From all taxes and licenses j w ill pass or a compromise measure ated on me, but I got no better. They I
cf whatsoever character which have wi.ll be the product of the delibera-- i said medicines would do me no good,
been collected in the several counties tU ns of the senate.
and I thought I would have to die.
cf the state since the qualification
:
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
The senate today passed senate
of the county officers elected at the
so
I
continued
it.
Now,
Kesolutiou
Joint
using
improve,
House
for
substitute
From Farmington and Azlec, N. M., Feb. 15th.
general election held on November 1, No. 9, which provides for the pay- I am well, and can do my own work.
1911, and whichh are hereinafter col
ment of $500 to the four members of I don't feel any pains.
From Durango, Colo., ( not including Antonito) Feb.l6tli & 17th.
lected, eignt per centum shaU lie
Cardui worked like a charm."
house accused of bribery at the
deducted and credited to the afore- the
Alamosa to Antonito, inclusive, Feb. Iltli.
There must lie merit in this purely
last session with which to pay their
said county salary fund.
ve-- I
McDonald
women
From All Points South of Antonito.Feb. 17th and 18th.
Governor
vegetable, tonic; rvmedy, for
Provided, That from said fund there Euiorneys.
an appropriation tit the last Cardui for it has been in successful
such
toed
t hall be paid to predecessors of presuse for more than 50 years, for the
ent assessors all commissions lawful- session.
RETURN LIMIT FEBRUARY 24.
ON
treatment of womanly weakness and
LICENSE
STATE
due
from
collections
are
which
ly
IS
PASSED.
MOTORS
disease.
based upon assessment made by such
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A
F. A. WADLEIGH. G, P.. A.,
A strong state license bill on motor
Please try it, for your troubles.
predecessors respectively.
rules
likewise
B.
Lmlics'
Write.
In:
N.
prescribes
which
Dept.
cars
Advisory
Santa Fe, N. M.
Sec. 10. Except as otherwise proDenver, Colo.
Medicine Co., Chattanooita, Tenn.. for Strciat
vided in this act, the salaries of all cf the road, specifies who shall drive Inflrurtwns, and
book, "Home Treatment
was
on
nMJeu
a penalty,
passed lor Women," tent in D'ain wrapper,
county officers shall be paid quarter curs and affixes
The bill
ly out of the county salary fund, upon in the senate this morning.
or corporation, manufacturing
warrants drawn by the county com- is Senate Bill No. It!. The bill was cation
Range 8 E N. M. P. Meridian, has
per-- i cr dealing in motor vehicles may,
filed notice of intention to make five
missioners.
Such salaries shall be amended to prohibit drunken
of registering each vehicle,
motor cars, those
year proof, to establish claim to the
paid from the respective dates upon s: ns from driving
for a dealer's license, which Bhall
or
irresponsible
fourteen
under
land above described, before Regis-jte- r
which the several county
oflicers
re-sec
the
as
in
form
be
provided by
The penalty is $2.1. Likewise
and Receiver, TJ. S. Land Office,
qualified.
al- who injures any other person ti'ry of state and shall be a permit
Sanla
Fe, N. M., on Feb. 15, 191S.
;at
Provided, Salaries of comity super
lowing the manufacturer or dealer to
names as witnesses:
Claimant
intendents of schools shall be paid out t'jereby and who fails to stop, give his
motor vehicles on the
as-cf the general county school fund ot I nine and address and render any i drive or exhibit
Jose
Barela, Enrique Barela, Abe-- :
!
nianufac-Such
or
highways.
sistance possible, is subject to a fine streets
the respective counties.
lino Valencia all of Kennedy, N. M.,
turer or dealer shall have attached to
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L
(Continued on page five).
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Break Away
from the Big Three
is more monotonous than the
monotony of meat, bread and potatoes alone
three times a day.
Nnthinor

-

one-hal-

y

one-hal-

Home-vehicl-

e.

j

MORCYS

Solitaire,
Groceries
offer a delightful variety of foods and a delightful relief from
the three principal staples.
Solitaire Canned Corn , Beans, Peas, Tomatoes, Beets, Succotash
and other vegetables add zest to the meal, because they
bring their full food value and the freshness or tne Held
to tne tahle wnen iresn vegeiaoies are noi ouiuinauie.
'The Beit the Grocer Can Deliver."
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
Denver, Colo.

A

Thing of Beaut'

Is a Joy Forever !
And its value Is doubled when you can buy it at a price far
less than usual.
Now is the time when such opportunities abound. Spring
stocks are coining In. Winter clothes and winter furnishings
must be sold.
Now the merchant marks down his suits and coats, and draperies, linens, and other household furnishings. Good housekeepers sense their values. They hasten to take advantage of these
aids to economical living.
Read THE NEW MEXICAN closely and constantly every
night, so that you may not miss one of these opportunities.
In this way you will know where to buy, what to buy, and
when to buy at best advantage. Every advertisement la a message to you from a rallable merchant whose values and merchandise are of the beet.
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Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

Now Is The Time
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Ros-wel- l.
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"Fixit Shop"
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hrfriiuaS iMbitaSV simOSI
For Headache Nervousness
and Backache due to disorders
of Kidneys and Bladder
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGIST
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SILKS, SATIN CriARIWOUSE, CREPE
METEOR and FANCY FOULARDS
WEAR.

CALL

WINTER GOODS AT COST

SEUCIH

"DAMNS"

SEE US
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UNITED STATES BANK
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If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance
You Want Our Policies!
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That the New Year we have
just entered may be for each
m
and every one a nappy iew
of
and Prosperity. With
Health
full
a
Year, year
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
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i; New Year Resolution will be
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W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
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AND REST CONTENT.
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Does a General Banking Business

N. B. LAUGHL1N,
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PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
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TRUST CO.
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"NEW PATTERNS."

Warranted to be Fast Colors.
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BROS,

lulu
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Dress Trimmings, Etc.
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Mercerized Kimono Crepes
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Embroideries,
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GOODS

Just Received
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W. LINDHARDT.

Spring Ginghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and

WE ARE CLOSING
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FOR EVENING

AND-MADE
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SELIGMAN

ADOLF

ARTICLES
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
Lamps; Desk Sets in Hammered
Letter Racks;
Brass and Copper;
Rocker
Blotters;
Paper Cutters;
Racks;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match
and
Hammered
Copper
UMHers:
Brass Bowls and Trays; oen
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks,
Special orders made on short notice.
-H-
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SELIGMAN BROS COMPANY
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DON DIEGO ADDITION
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Once and Oet Your Choice of Lot

Most Desirable Residence Sections
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
1

SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

Phone, 189 J.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
:
r
19 San Francisco St.,

IIIWH

Illl I III III I I

MULLIGAN & RISING,
U-U-

Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.

.

Next Door to Postoffice,

f:

CORRICK LIVERY BARIf
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

S.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of
104 DON

j

URINARY

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

j
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GASPER ST.

Telephone
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and Boys' Shoes Ever
Largest Slaughter of Men's
Fe.
in
Santa
Attempted

COSt

Standafd Lines

Ml

Below Cost 0ddSlzesstyes

SPOT CASH OXTIilT
204

B. TONNIES,

West Palace Avenue.

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

j

Your Best Resolution

FERTILIZERS
FINELY
'

GROUND

FOR

ETC.

GREENHOUSES

LAWNS, GARDENS,

Lawn Dressing, per cwt

$2-5-

and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt
,
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt..
Blood

.
.

0

2.95
2.75
3 00

ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

GORMLEY'S GENERAL

STORE,

SA?fVF-'t- '

to buy your
this year on a
basis quality, not
price alone. That
will lead you to our
because there
store which
is
Will

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
.Local Agents ior

WMemores

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

Shoe Polishes

sells
reasonably. And
remember, during

Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.

A

The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient attractive. We want to show you
possiits advantages
bilities. Cilt writ or phone
about
it
us

this year that

not always

In the Cold

--

Weather a

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT COMFORT.

.

We have some of the

Finest Brussels Carpets and
kugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some itlandsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which Is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Dot at Cut Prices from today
Well-Ma-

THE
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UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE

CO.
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Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Oua lit v
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HENRY KRICK&-DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made
water. Agent for Manilou Spnnf "Mineral Water.
Santa Fe. New Wex.
35

TELEPHONE

J
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican
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6

Dally,

sli

months, by mall

Weekly,

V.,;

Jf

'

per year

RATES

tt.bO

Par Ouartsr, ay mall
Dally per quarterly carrier

tl.OD

Weekly, tlx monfht

15.0

mill

11.25

Dally

$1.50

L. A. HUGHES,
Vice-Preride-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

"

The Oldest Bank in Hie State.

'as
Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH

E-

-

50

REMARKS

FROM THE

AS

rot without effect, but
td in it were hampered

those
by

I

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
is
it
Important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givinbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates

Illustrated Booklet Sent On Request
THE VALLEY RANCH
THE BYSTANDER

in 1870.

rime It the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing condiThis bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a "tradition that stii
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on Its
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability tohistory
present-day

f

THE RANCH OF THE ROCKIES

Organized

Growth
tions.

i
raj--- "

General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

SUBSCRIPTION
by

-

President

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight fiiddings
William F. Brogan
run

R. J. PALEN,

President.

-

?

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

per

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,0

IMC.

Fo Postoftlca
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Sent.
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
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SEES IT
SIDE LINE
The matter of publicity and sue-- I
of Deposit
ccssful advertising has become a bus-- j
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
i.iess in itself.
business.
INDEPENDENCE.
One hundred plunks is a lot of
re-are
in
New
Mexico
Other
cities
Whether we admit it or not, we all
money when you think about it that
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
it as such and if we sit by
like an independent man. that is, a garding
lb, when it's real money.
to be left in
Cashier.
we
are
L'stlesslv.
going
Assistant Cashier.
rather
himself
to
for
ins.ii who thinks
. .,1.11a ilia atl,
,
11,
Inn'na flf- HlO
mill nets fol' hilTlSe
PER CENT
FOUR
Annum
Per
Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Interest
It rather looks like the house slip-- I than hit
stale reap the benefits from their en- when John without beine directed by someone
d
John something
a"avorselse.
wasn't looking.
tak-- !
What can be done is shown in
I, for one, admired the position
Senator Gregory Page in the;ng. From a ragged, struggling town
OHFICE31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J Local option now will sound like
when he threw it has grown to be one of the live-rf- f
prohibition later, if the liquor inter- state senate yesterday
dictation in l est and most promising in the west,
of
party
shackles
the
ests are not careful.
it was done by hard work, systemat
ordering the support of a bill, right or;
A MATTER OF IMPORTANCE."
in the progress of the
to be any doubt as wrong, just because a few of the lead- ically done, and with the use of such
interested
not
Mexico
.Vew
There
of
A
citizen
ought,
prominent
an amount of money as was neceshimself this to what State Senator Gregory Page ers wanted it.
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
suite, an attendant at the. booster meeting here, expressed
known
Santa Fe can win in the same
not
were
sary.
If
it
already
in
MANUFACTURER OF
out
of
He
meant.
immigration.
spoke right
nionr.n? regarding Hie board
the disclosure of the inside work- way if she will.
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
He declared Unit the state is alive with Interest in this matter; that
ings of the old guard would have been
and 'Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Everything is here as a foundation.
ninety per cent or the people want the immigration bureau
It only requires proper exploitation.
Woo! with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Has anyone heard of this bill being considered during this session?
They have arrested a candidate for lather startling.
"You will have to vote for this bill,"
What are we going to do? Sit idly
W. Va
V. S. senator in Charleston,
Both Native and Oermantown Wool Used.
What is the matter?
Ha! the bathroom, boys, the bath- would not sound very good to a man by while other cities pass us, or are
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
Are the bosses opposed to it?
of any independence, mid it is only we going to get into the game?
Have the superintendents of legislation declared against it, and issued room
119 Don Qaspar Avenue.
a
been
not
has
b wonder that there
orders?
Senator I'age and Senator Barth break before this. It is surprising
Are they fearful of growth of population in New Mexico, and are they,
on this account, apprehensive of loss of power.
cth agreed yesterday that Mr. Holt! 111111 men in our siaie senate vwiu
of thl!ir wn- lluve been wllllns
What is the reason that the wishes of the people of this state cannot was wrong.
of it! Isaac and
to
to be led or driven and oraerea aooiu
be given voice? .lust, now, must New Mexico take action if we expect
Cregory.
like dumb things and have never ut- keep pace with the growth of other states.
The tide of immigration is toward the west. Other states in this section
Mr. Gurule and Mr. Garcia are to t. red a protest.
are iiiittinn forth everv endeavor lo urn this current their way. Our state, lie mnerutulnlpd for their excellent The caucuses, as I understand it,
with all its natural advantages and matchless resources, is sitting idly by,
passing that state fair bill for have been attended by a certain few
'ntlnllM
the vast number of ininunes to lie answered ny Instil orgamzuuuiio
rot members of the legislature, but
IliiKiueryue.
who have really done the bossing and
and chambers of commerce.
t
fare bill, the political effect of a bill
com- - issued the orders by what authority,
Thfl (oIol.U(0 Fuei and jron
Possibly the killing of a
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietori.
carrying exorbitant salaries, the state fair bill, are all ofbillgreater importance
l;iny pajd a diviaud yesterday of 35 I do not know. It must have been
which has for itSj(.ellls ou jts
in the eyes of the superintendents of legislation than a
prefem.Q stock. Let's very high, however, as the men in
ot
,1
All
state.
lnllux
11.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
a i,,v,,ilh nil nmirpss nf ,1 exeat, sovereign
..Knil
the ranks have meekly taken the
AMERICAN PLAN.
investigate 'em.
MOUND SENDS DELEGATION
WAGON
or.i,io oniiihiB into the wpm u live? to grow as the state grows; to
despotic orders, and up to yesterday,
HoU ,nay flnd tnat even a floor have carried them out to the letter.
TO SANTA FE TO SEE IF SOME
put their energies into the upbuilding of communities where they make!
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
It is high time in the opinion of the
their homes, and to .make our land'! productive, might prove disastrous to 1(,ndep has his day There are nipm.
be
would
whose
in
this
power
state,
COMPROMISE ON THE C0R0NAD0
the interests of the political bosses
b(Ts Qf th(? genate other than the bystander, who is looking at it from
i
the standpoint of one on the outside
lessened and whose greed might be f.hecked.
meinber trom Dona Ana county.
COUNTY BILL CAN NOT BE
land with an unbiased view, that this
ot the mil providing lor
That may lie the reason for the
of
to
future
is
the
business
about
utmost
out,
the
is
of
played
importance
It is unfortunate that John couldn't ("ctator
a bureau or immigration, which
our state.
heve voted for that fair bill but ajanQ ha' this state is too big for three,
"
(l
four men to control it, as they.
statesman with a bill of his own is al- have been doing in the past. It nasi The county division fight in the
it. more or less.
ways
up
against
REUOLT AT LAST.
iueen a strain on New Mexico, 'that northeastern part of the state is on In
That happened in the stale senate yesterday which is liable to happen
tlle reason 0f the revolt last fall.
lull force, as is shown by the many
"I
to
anything,"!'8
don't
have
accept
or
Rooms en
1 am 6lad' as J"st a common every-when men or brutes are pushed too lu.rd. Men revolt; brutes retaliate with pRserted State Senator
different delegations now in Santa Fe.'
Page on thei
drastic.
more
methods
one
man
naa
nas
tne
""
mai
Messrs.
headed
One
ttoor
citizen,
senate
of
You
the
by
delegation
yesterday.
It happened over the salary bill, but is likely now to happen when any
courage to say to those dictators, Rushkevltz and Aldredge from Roy,
me Vioth senator, gol darn it.
' I
cold
other bill comes up that is wrong or right; reeking with intrigue, or for the jPiid
have brains of my own, and will who are representatives of the
use
them."
The
good of the state; filled with provisions intended to aid in satisfying the
have
a
people
higher
The assertion by Mr. Taft that he
Country Club of that place are
of
greedy spirit of the old guard, or drawn in the interests of the people
will handle the Mexican situation un- respect for Gregory Page than ever. here urging the creation of the new
New Mexico.
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
til March 4 without the assistance of
proposed county of Coronado, armed
SOMETHING STRANGE.
The spirit of independence has been aroused and Senator Gregory Page, Mr. Wilson is hereby
with petitions from citizens residing
to
amended
fearles manner, as- read "will NOT handle."
of Gallup, is the man who openly an ! in a
There must have been some kind vithin the proposed limits of the new
serted himself.
of a ruction way under ground at two county, and also petitions from the
The scourge of the party whip has been felt once too often : the orders
Some members of the house mean points on Don Caspar avenue, so that v estern end of Mora county, asking
of the commanders have been truculently obeyed for the last time; the im- well, but
they cannot spell. Speaker the earth has sunk in certain places the legislature to create the county
off.
petuous grip of the old guard has ben finally shaken
of Coronado, being signed by citizens
I.uca has been referred to as the czar right on the sidewalk.
Floor Manager Holt's imperious, confident manner received a shock of the
There was not any earthquake or vho will remain In Mora county pro-re- r
the
he
but
oilier
house,
got
day
which shriveled it as the frost does ilowers in the late garden, and he Bat a letter
and backed by a delegation from
addressing him as "zar" and anything like that. Anyhow, our seisiu his senatorial chair listening sullenly to the words which stung and scara house member.
mograph did not record anything, but the town of Mora, in the persons of
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
signed
was
realized
he
as
in
intolerant
unwonted
au
red him
manner,
leadership
in these places there must have been Tito Melendez and C. P. Strong, prom-Inan- t
of
allusion
a past art in the state senate of New Mexico. The sarcastic
officers and politicians of the
As nearly as we can gather from some weakness of supports way down
Senator Page to Holt's diminutive mujority of two, given him by the people
deep, and the ground just sort o' fell Id town of Mora, who are aiding
a
to
it's
be
dispatches,
alright
piess
who know him best, brought a flush to the cheek of the fallen lender and rebel or a
Senator Navarro in pushing his sen- federal In Mexico City be- In.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
a smile to the faces of the members of the senate.
One of these Btrange depressions ate bill No. 96.
cause that is comparatively safe but
It was a memorable day in New Mexico legislation and marks the It's
If
A
two
of
the
at
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Montezuma!
the
delegation
prominent
to
by
crossing
awful
be either a resibeginning of the end of dictatorial assumption and intolerant leadership. dent simply
on Water street, and the other ens are also here in Santa Fe fav-fcCentral Location.
the
or
of
a
city
The old guard made its last stand, and failed.
the Methodist church. Then thejoli"S the creation of the new county,
n
Another delegation arrived here last
THOS. DORAN,
The killing of two American women bridge farther up the street across the
Large Sample Rooms.
from Wagon Mound, who are
in Mexico' City the other day has "river," by the executive ground is
AMENDMENT.
Just as the impeachment of Arch bald was used to convey the untrue alarmed Mr. Taft. Poor Mr. Taft and depressed. The trouble all seems to Rafael Auguilar, Simon Vorenberg,
be on
Caspar avenue. If the whole Andy Weist, Frank Curns, Dr. Northimpression that the objectionable judges are easily removable, so the stand- how careless of these women to go street Don
was sinking it might not be so;wood and Sim Calley, who are after
patters would have us believe that ratification of the income tax amend- get killed that way when they should
ment proves it easy enough to amend the constitution of the United States, have known that the president is ner- - strange, for there has been a goodltile creation of a new county to be
deal o heavyweight travel over it kll0wn
Auguilar county. Represen- Of course it Isn't. It has taken eighteen years of the hardest of hard vous anyhow,
during the past month, but I don't !tative BIas Sanchez is to introduce
t
labor to undo the work of that one judge who, in IS95, by an
bil1 1,1 tne house.
This is practl-shoulThe state ha passed the municipal just understand why the trouble ,lle
change of mind, converted a 3 to 4 majority of the United States supreme
be in spots.
aUy the same county as the Coro- court favorable to the constitutionality of an income tax Into a 5 to 4 local option bill. It is not much of a
Anyway, the city should look to rad0 Proposition, only that it changes
majority against it. If there had been a recall of decisions, a few months bill, but if the liquor interests keep on
tlu8
and the church too, for it boundaries somewhat and will
would have sufficed.
playing the kind of a game they have
YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
ace Roy, Springer,
would not Iook weU for PePle to get
and Wagon
In those eighteen years the rich in this country have escaped at least
playing, they will
und
T
the
latter
the
of the church, or
making
county
$1,400,000,000 of taxes which otherwise they would have had to pay, while state wide prohibition.
The nJon
maybe dron through tn snnmuiioro seat. The Wagon Mound delegation
this great burden, equivalent to the average earnings of 2,500,000 factory man has no business In politics
wanted
to
enter with the Coronado
before they got inside.
workers for a whole year, fell upon the already overburdened poor and by
The streets in other places in Santa "legation, it is said, into a confer- so much made harder their cruel struggle to meet the rising cost of livAccording to the press dispatches Fe are bad
wl,n a view ot compromising,
enough, but really,
ing.
from Charleston, W. Va., every man, tiemen of
MOULTON-ESP- E
the council, don't you think "'ut tlle Ro' Mora and Union delega-I- t
And now the spokesmen for the rich, in legislative bodies and in the woman and child in
Grove were
1,0118
wil1
Holly
not
would
be a good thing to attend to
relinquish anything and
press, are telling us that we shouldn't use this newly confirmed power to tax arrested by soldiers and haulel be- tnose
bad spots on a street that istta,ld u,liled for Senate Bill No. 96,
incomes save in a time of great emergency; that it isn't meant for every- fore a
GENERAL AGENTS.
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court
a
on
of
cnd
military
charge
traveled over more than any other In
noling else. It is said that to
day use.
The women and children cf the
rioting.
f:reate
new
,lle
with
now?
county
does
It
city
We guess the common people will have something to say about that.
not leave
Wagon
Unite striking minera must be a bad a very just
0
good impression with those Aloulld as the county seat of the Coun-whlet.
of Ausuilar would mean
,y
come here from outside.
These
opposition
NEW MEXICO ?
WHV
places are wet and muddy and dis-- ' Crom Mola' Roy and tue counties of
Two more states. Texas and Washington, have approved the proposed
a"d Colfax, and it would
graceful.
They should be fixed at fan
SCARED
A
A WONDERFUL!
amendment to the federal constitution for the direct election of United
ence, and not wait till spring or till , imPBsib'e to bring about a com- States senators.
DREAM.
" passage ot SUCH a
fii? inner ume.
TEN DOLLARS ANNUAL PREMIUM
Tne old guard leaders are
Do it now.
Thirteen stales have thus within a month taken favorable action on the
trying
Read
what is offered :
hard
to
very
bring about some sort of
amendment. They are New York, Ohio, North Carolina, Minnesota, MassaCleveland, Ohio, Feb. 14. Warning
1aid for deatt from R,,y
for death from ordt
1
nn Paid
WHY NOT HERE?
chusetts, Arizona, Michigan, Colorado, Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, Washington of a violent death at the hands of
!f. comProm'se satisfactory to the $ 250
m?itOU.Wf
nary accident
Va,l& tot dismemberment
Pald tor accidental loss
Las Vegas has taken up the adver-nn
and Texas. Utah, whose politics are controlled by the Mormon church, has enemies, conveyed to him in a dream
Cfin
,gon Mollnd People,
uuu.uu of one nand ono eye
,UUU.UU or loss of sight
Senator Navarro has the
Paid (or accidental death,
rejected the amendment.
assurance,
1a nnn nn Paid ,or accidental loss ot
J.uilary IV, drove Steven Verbo, 24 tising of the Meadow City in a syg-- !
2nftn
loos
of
or
dismemberment
one hand, one toot or one
Ba,d'
of
t:'matic
,nP
manner, which should be ei-Republicans In the
The resolution covering this question which passed the house last years old, of 7713 Holton avenue, from
sight travel by &ooid.cnl
eye by travel aooiuent.
Senate fo1' the Passage of Coronado
week, is now in the senate morgue, charitably called the judiciary com- l.is home and bride of six months. fective and which Santa Fe would do
Weekly Indemnity - for total
Weekly indemnity for tota1
CI
p 1 V.UU disability
weu to study.
from travel accident
ability accidental-injuries""""J.anu is Dacked by the stand-His whereabouts is a mystery.
mittee.
t
1
For partial disability
,eaaere- weekly Indemnity. No Medical Examination Required.
The secretary of the commercial
related the dream to his wife,
It is evident that New Mexico wiil not be In favor of this advanced move, u bteve
!
, . mm uevoies out
01
n
nlA
ana springer are GENERAL AGENTS '
I,. nu i
HALL & HALL KM2cNAKPIBTLArCITY
part of his time to! , r
though the young state that, entered the sisterhood with her has made a l rn
bring'ng the contending
record in favor of this legislation that Is of a progressive nature, and is in e killed if he remained in the house ,Ile actual wrk of the club .and is paid , . tles ,
fcut
eether. it possible, it is Bald.
a nominal salary amounting to
He planned to
.
through next week.
the spirit of today's thought and action the day of the people's rule.
c"u'"- WI
made to have the
Iiave home for a week and assured ?jsj per year.
0
la
blU rePrted out this week
Aside from this office, another
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